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Abstract
Corneal Ulcer, also known as keratitis, represents
the most frequently appearing symptom among corneal
diseases, the second leading cause of ocular morbidity
worldwide. Consequences such as irreversible eyesight
damage or blindness require an innovative approach
that enables a distinction to be made between patterns
of different ulcer stages to lower the global burden of
visual disability. This paper describes a Convolutional
Neural Network-based image classification approach
that allows the identification of different types of
Corneal Ulcers based on fluorescein staining images.
With a balanced accuracy of 92.73 percent, our results
set a benchmark in distinguishing between general ulcer
patterns. Our proposed method is robust against light
reflections and allows automated extraction of
meaningful features, manifesting a strong practical and
theoretical relevance. By identifying Corneal Ulcers at
an early stage, we aid reduction of aggravation by
preventively applying and consequently tracking the
efficacy of adapted medical treatment, which
contributes to IT-based healthcare.

1. Introduction
By potentially causing 1.5 to 2 million new cases of
monocular blindness every year, ocular traumas and
especially Corneal Ulcers (CUs) are the most severe
causes of corneal blindness [1, 2]. The clinical picture
of CUs has been referred to as a global challenge, for
both the developing world and industrialized economies
[1, 3, 4]. In the United States, about 75,000 cases of CUs
have been reported annually [3].
Usually, the course of CUs disease is followed by
corneal abrasions, which are often the direct cause of
ocular injuries, amplifying the challenge of treating
corneal blindness once it has occurred [5].
The success of state-of-the-art surgery concerning
existing corneal blindness is very limited unless
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experienced medical personnel and modern equipment
are available [6].
Although human vision is afforded a high value, the
identification of eyesight impairment is delayed in many
cases due to the often slow and unnoticed course of the
disease [7]. However, early intervention can immensely
increase the healing process and lower aggravation,
making cost-effective public health prevention
programs highly crucial to industrialized and
developing economies [1, 3]. Schwartz et al. [8]
revealed that regarding the present levels of blindness in
a Central African Republic’s population that they
investigated, 95.5 percent of all existing cases are
preventable and treatable. While it is clear that
prevention contributes to a cost-effective treatment of
corneal blindness [1], manual analysis of the ocular
surface is a widely used method for assessing patterns
of CU [9].
However, manual assessment is highly timeconsuming, and the capacities for treating the disease
are very limited [1]. Furthermore, manual visual
assessment of the widely used fluorescein staining
images is considered based upon assumptions and
clinical intuition rather than on an evidence-based
analysis [10], making objective data analytics highly
relevant [11].
The recent upswing within Information Systems
research in healthcare sustainably contributes to a huge
success in medicine, especially for the automated
diagnosis and prevention of diseases [11-17].
Especially
in
image
processing
tasks,
Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) have
established themselves as a successful approach due to
their superior performance [18-21], which is
particularly important in the healthcare domain [11-16,
21]. The automated extraction of descriptive and
discriminative features is among the major advantages
of CNNs [18, 21].
Although several approaches have aimed to
automate the identification of CUs using machine
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learning techniques, they are either based on a small
dataset, do not distinguish between different types of the
disease, or do not manifest a sufficient level of accuracy
to be implemented in the healthcare domain [9, 11, 2129].
In this study, we aim to tackle these challenges and
present a CNN-based classification approach that uses
fluorescein staining images to differentiate between
different patterns of CUs. Our five main contributions
are:
1. We present a highly effective approach for
distinguishing between different general ulcer
patterns with a very good balanced accuracy of
92.73 percent.
2. Our CNN-based classification approach is
accurate, robust, cost-efficient, and enables
automated differentiation between different
shapes and distribution characteristics of CU
by only using a staining image of the ocular
surface.
3. By presenting a model that is robust against
light reflections on the ocular surface, we avoid
loss of visual information, which is of high
practical relevance.
4. We show that our model allows automated
extraction of clinically meaningful features
that underpin the predictive areas within the
cornea, important for diagnosing CU, which is
of high theoretical relevance.
5. By proposing an automated model that allows
preventive intervention and monitoring
therapeutic efficacy, we contribute to
Information Systems research in healthcare
[11, 30, 31].
The paper is organized as follows: First, we present
our research background, including related work on
automated CUs investigation, highlighting the need for
our approach. Subsequently, we give an overview of our
methodology, including our model architecture,
evaluation data, and preprocessing. After that, we show
the performance results of our CUs classification model.
Next, we discuss the results before concluding with
limitations and offering suggestions for future work.

2. Research Background
2.1 Clinical Picture of Corneal Ulcer
CU, also known as keratitis, is the most common
symptom of corneal diseases. CUs can be caused by
various risk factors and typically cause mild to severe
eye discharge and reduced vision [1, 2, 32]. Late
diagnosis or inappropriate treatment can lead to
irreversible damage to human eyesight or even

blindness [1, 2, 7]. Medical diagnostics are crucial to
identify corneal diseases and avoid visual impairment
[1].

2.2 Assessment of Ocular Surface Disease
The most widely used diagnostic tool to investigate
ocular surface diseases is staining with fluorescein [9].
The technique allows a determination to be made of the
different types of CUs based on the chromatic and
morphological properties [10].
Although manual analysis of the staining images is
considered the most reliable method for assessing ulcer
patterns, it is also highly time-consuming. While various
factors contribute to the inconsistency of fluorescein’s
appearance, human factors such as bias, fatigue, and
mindset contribute to the inconsistency and unreliability
of manual visual assessments [9, 23, 33].
However, to avoid and reduce visual impairments,
appropriate medical treatment has to be reliably applied
at an early stage. Furthermore, it is essential to monitor
clinical therapy efficacy to ensure that it leads to success
[9, 34].
To overcome these challenges and meet the
requirements of sophisticated CU management,
automated techniques can be used since they are less
influenced by human factors, allowing a consistent and
objective investigation of CUs [9, 22, 27-29, 33].

2.3 Automated Investigation of Corneal Ulcers
Several semi- and fully-automated approaches have
been proposed in the field of CUs investigation [22-29].
Chun et al. [25] and Peterson et al. [26] have
implemented a color extraction algorithm, while
Rodriquez et al. [24] used digital image analysis to
extract the CU area of interest. Furthermore, Deng et al.
[23] proposed a semi-automated approach based on
manual segmentation of the CU area.
Considering fully-automated approaches, Sun et al.
[22] and Loo et al. [27] developed deep learning-based
approaches that target the CU area segmentation.
Furthermore, Akram and Debnath [29] used CNNs to
detect and subsequently segment the ulcer area.
However, all these studies represent segmentation
approaches of CUs and do not allow the classification of
different types of CU patterns, which we propose and
allow with our detection approach.
As one of the most recent approaches and closest in
comparison to our study, Kuo et al. [28] developed a
deep learning-based corneal photograph model for
distinguishing between different types of microbial
keratitis. Although their work shows promising results,
the average diagnostic accuracy of 69.4 percent does not
meet the high level of accuracy which is of vital
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importance in the healthcare domain [21]. Furthermore,
Kuo et al. [28] evaluated their diagnostic performance
using a dataset with a very limited amount of 288
photographs, most likely possessing uncertainty in the
model parameters and generalization capabilities [35].
All the presented approaches show promising
results towards diagnosing and preventing the disease
through automated CU investigation using corneal and
fluorescein staining images. However, the proposed
models are not suitable to efficiently and reliably realize
the target of detecting and distinguishing between
different general CU patterns. They either disregard the
different types of CU patterns, include manual
preprocessing, are only based on a small dataset size, or
do not manifest a sufficient level of accuracy to be
implemented in the healthcare domain [11, 21, 35]. All
these limitations lead to vague generalization or
feasibility capabilities in real-world applications.
To be able to provide clinically adapted therapy and
track the therapeutic efficacy, a high level of accuracy
is required. Investigations using larger sample sizes can
reduce the epistemic uncertainty and improve
generalization capabilities [35]. Furthermore, CUs must
be diagnosed and assessed by their size, shape, and
distribution characteristics [9].

3. Methodology
3.1 Model Architecture
In this study, we use a CNN-based approach [18]
for the automated classification of different CU types.
CNNs have been established as a widely used method in
eye-related research [22, 33, 36, 37].
The combination of automated feature extraction
and final classification represents one of the major
advantages of CNNs [18, 38]. Regarding the objective
of reducing negative human factors such as bias, fatigue,
and mindset during the medical assessment process to
achieve objective and reproducible results [9, 33], the
automated feature extraction represents a fundamental
backing for our approach.
Since the sample size manifests strong influences
on the performance of CNNs [9], large and high-quality
training datasets are required to ensure robust and good
performance [39]. Even recent datasets in the eyerelated image tasks show that the acquisition of data
amounts needed to train a CNN from scratch represents
an unfeasible process [9, 39-41].
To overcome the sampling challenge of
quantitatively sufficient training data, we based our
approach on a transfer learning strategy. Transfer
learning greatly reduces the amount of required training
data by transferring knowledge from other domains to
the target domain. By removing the original and adding

a new individual classifier, the pre-trained model can be
individually adapted to fit the purpose of classifying
general CU patterns [42, 43].
For this study, we used the pre-trained CNN-based
VGG16 architecture, proposed by Simonyan et al. [44],
to realize the transfer learning approach. The VGG
network represents a high-performance network for
large-scale image classification and has been
established as a representative network method for
investigating CUs segmentation tasks [22]. The VGG
network provides a lot of initial network knowledge that
can be effectively generalized to fit the investigation of
the ocular surface and many datasets (e.g., SUSTechSYSU), which substantially fosters the performance and
robustness of our model.
For the building of our model, we excluded the top
layer of the VGG16 base model and applied global
average pooling to transfer the 4D tensor to a 2D tensor
using a layer with 512 units [45]. Subsequently, we
added our classifier to the base model, consisting of two
dense layers with 64 and 32 units, each followed by a
dropout layer with a rate of 0.5 [46, 47]. We also used
an appropriate L2 weight regularization with a weight
decay of 1e-4 (alpha), ensuring the preservation of the
prior network knowledge and preventing our model
from overfitting [38].
To achieve an efficient stochastic optimization, we
used the AMSGrad variant of the Adam optimizer
algorithm [48]. For our binary classification problem,
we added the output layer in a final step. The output
layer includes the sigmoid activation function, where
the function always returns a value between 0 and 1 for
the classification as either early or advanced stage [46].
To then train our new classifier, we froze the layers of
the base model. For the fine-tuning of our model, we
unfroze the last ten layers of the VGG16 base model and
trained the layers with a learning rate of 1e-5.

3.2 Evaluation Data and Preprocessing
We trained and evaluated our model on the
SUSTech-SYSU dataset, which consists of 712
fluorescein staining images. It has been acquired at the
Zhongshan Ophthalmic Center at Sun Yat-sen
University. The study protocol was conducted in
accordance with the ethical principles of the Declaration
of Helsinki (2017KYPJ104) and approved by the
Zhongshan Ophthalmic Centre ethics committee of Sun
Yat-sen University. Also, informed consent was
obtained from each patient. While no selection criteria
for the patients (e.g., age, sex, ulcer cause) have been
considered, the potential for sampling bias due to
demographic factors was significantly reduced. The
provided images capture the ocular surfaces from
patients having various CU degrees [9]. In this study, we
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used all 712 fluorescein staining images for our
assessment.
Fluorescein was applied through drops of sterile
saline to both eyes of the patients. Slit-beam lighting
with the maximum width (30 mm) of the white light
source, a diffusion lens at a 10 to 308 oblique angle, with
the light source sitting at the midpoint between the pupil
margin and limbus, a blue excitation filter, as well as a
10 or 16 magnification was used. A Haag-Streit BM 900
slit-lamp microscope (Haag-Streit AG, Bern,
Switzerland) combined with a Canon EOS 20D digital
camera (Canon, Tokyo, Japan) was utilized to capture
the images. These were then saved with a resolution of
2,592×1,728 pixels in JPG format in 24-bit RGB color.
Each image contains one cornea, fully presented in the
image, and approximately centered in the visual field.
Three experienced ophthalmologists from the
Zhongshan Ophthalmic Centre at Sun Yat-sen
University, responsible for clinical work and
ophthalmic research, performed the labeling of the
ocular staining images. While two ophthalmologists
classified each staining image independently, the third
ophthalmologist re-classified the images with
inconsistent classification results from the other two
ophthalmologists. Although the results of subjective
assessments (i.e., labeling of ocular staining images) can
differ due to human factors (e.g., bias, fatigue, mindset),
the re-classification approach using three experienced
ophthalmologists has significantly reduced the aleatoric
uncertainty and noise in the labels of the dataset [9, 35].
Although this procedure is highly time-consuming and
would be unfeasible in a daily clinical routine, it fosters
the validity and reliability of the provided labels. As the
performance of our classification approach as a type of
supervised learning is strongly bound to the quality of
the underlying reference values [18], the labels will
significantly support the validity of our study results.
Concerning the shape, size, and distribution of the
ulcer, the staining images have been classified into the
three categories point-like (358 images), point-flaky
mixed (263 images), and flaky (91 images), according
to general ulcer patterns [9].
Point-like CU patterns are characterized by a
relatively mild clinical picture. Identifying this state of
the disease is of high relevance due to its preliminary
appearance. At this particular time, appropriate and
effective treatments can significantly increase the
chance of a full recovery and prevent further
progression of the disease. Furthermore, point-like
patterns represent CUs that are almost cured and can,
therefore, be used to validate the applied treatment’s
success [9].
Point-flaky mixed ulcer patterns describe an
irregularly distributed shape containing point-like and
flaky ulcers within the cornea. This condition usually

refers to a degree of severity that lies between the two
types of CUs. Due to the range of this stage of the
disease, it can also refer to either an advanced point-like
state or provide a clinical picture that shows initial
success in treating flaky ulcer patterns [9].
Flaky patterns represent the most severe state of CU
patterns. This state may leave scars on the ocular
surface, noticeably affecting the patent’s eyesight [9].
In this study, we propose a binary model approach
(see Figure 1). This approach is based on the
aggravation and healing progress of CUs, leading to the
need for a preliminary detection and continuous
monitoring of the applied therapy [9]. Therefore, we
combined the provided ulcer categories into two classes,
where we define point-like ulcers as an early stage,
while we refer to point-flaky mixed and flaky as
advanced stages. The consolidation into two classes
might generally lead to an ambiguity of the point-flakymixed-related characteristics. However, based on our
specific use case of identifying CUs at an early stage,
our approach aims to identify point-flaky mixed patterns
as a premature advanced stage. Since most cases are
preventable and the potential to fully recover and
prevent further progression is better the earlier the
disease is diagnosed, our approach allows experts to
prematurely allocate an adapted medical treatment [1, 8,
9].
1. Early Stage: Monitoring therapeutic efficacy
and identifying potential risks of an aggravated
course of the disease.
2. Advanced Stage: Identifying clinical pictures
that require appropriate medical treatment.

Figure 1. Our preventive model approach.
Through our approach, we achieved a nearly
balanced dataset of 358 staining images belonging to the
negative class (early stage) and 354 staining images
belonging to the positive class (advanced stage).
Considering the image data acquisition in realworld scenarios, reflections are inevitable, which can
strongly harm many computer vision tasks [49, 50]. Due
to the slight difference between the chromatic (i.e.,
green color emitted from the dye) appearance of the
ulcer patterns and potential light reflection spots within
the dataset, we used thresholding (global binarization)
to avoid loss of visual information by identifying and
reducing the reflection spots in the staining images.
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To improve the computational efficiency, all
images were resized to a fixed input size of 324x216
pixels. Furthermore, we rescaled the input RGB
channels to [-1,1] and applied data augmentation to the
training data by rotating the images by 25 degrees, zoom
in and out on within a range of 80 to 120 percent, and
changing the brightness of the images within a range of
70 to 130 percent. These preprocessing steps cover most
of the varying conditions that might occur during data
acquisition and further improved our model’s
robustness and classification accuracy [46].
To foster our approach’s robustness and internal
validity, we used hold-out cross-validation to evaluate
the performance of our classification model on unseen
image data. This method splits the entire dataset into
subsets for both training and testing [38, 51]. For this
study, we applied a randomized split to separate the
dataset into 80 percent training data (569 images) and
20 percent testing data (143 images) using a five-fold
approach. For each of the five folds, the training data
was divided into five splits, while a model was trained
with four splits and validated with one split. The final
performance of the model was then evaluated using the
completely unseen testing data.
Based on the nearly balanced dataset through our
binary approach, the testing data of 143 images
contained 72 images of early-stage CUs (negative class)
and 71 images of advanced-stage CUs (positive class).

4. Results
For the building and training of our CNN-based
model, we used Python 3.6.9 with the Keras 2.3.1
package [52] and TensorFlow 1.15.2 as backend [53],
running on an NVIDIA Tesla T4 16GB graphics
processing unit. We trained our model, over all five
folds of the hold-out cross-validation [51], for 50 epochs
with a batch size of 64 images.
To achieve the final results of our classifier over all
five folds of the hold-out cross-validation, we used the
arithmetic mean to average the values of each fold.
Following this approach, the proposed CNN provides a
balanced accuracy of 92.73 percent with a very low
standard deviation of 0.94 percent in differentiating
between early and advanced CU staining images.
Cohen’s-Kappa score is 85.46 percent, and the AUCROC is 0.98. Both the very good classification accuracy
and the low standard deviation of all the performance
indicators underpin our model’s very good results and
robustness. Table 1. provides the arithmetic mean values
of our considered performance indicators of the CNN
model over all five folds. The prevalence of advanced
CUs does not manifest a standard deviation since one
unseen test-split is used for all five folds.

Table 1. Performance indicators.
Performance Indicator
Balanced Accuracy
True positive rate
True negative rate
Positive predictive value
Negative predictive value
Kappa
AUC-ROC
Prevalence

Mean Value

STD

92.73%
93.52%
91.94%
92.03%
93.53%
85.46%
0.9798
49.65%

0.94%
1.26%
2.67%
2.41%
1.12%
1.89%
0.0018
-

The confusion matrix shown in Table 2 provides an
overview of our classifier’s results, including the
amount and type of errors that occurred during
evaluation. The shown values are averaged over all five
folds of the hold-out cross-validation using the
arithmetic mean. Since the confusion matrix shows the
model’s evaluation results, the individual values add up
and refer to the testing data of 143 images. While, on
average, 66.4 of the 71 referenced advanced CU images
within the testing data were correctly classified, our
model achieved a sensitivity (true positive rate) of 93.52
percent. Of the 72 images referenced as early-stage
CUs, on average, 66.2 were correctly classified as
images showing early-stage ulcers, leading to a
specificity (true negative rate) of 91.94 percent.
Table 2. Confusion matrix: mean values based
on unseen testing data.
Reference

Prediction

Early

Advanced

Early

46.29% (66.2)

3.22% (4.6)

Advanced

4.06% (5.8)

46.43% (66.4)

While the evaluation reveals that our CNN-based
model is able to correctly classify CUs of the early (true
negative) as well as advanced (true positive) stage in
equal measure, we used the Gradient-weighted Class
Activation Mapping (Grad-CAM) algorithm to visually
explain the predictive areas of our classification model
by transferring the gradients of our target concept into
the final convolutional layer [54]. We applied a
pseudo/false-color to the heatmap, where the areas
highlighted in red/orange represent important areas,
whereas less relevant regions are marked in
blue/turquoise. We highlight the fact that due to up- and
downscaling of the images for the algorithm, the
provided heatmaps are not pixel-accurate and mainly
manifest a reliable trend towards the predictive areas.
Figure 2 shows the preprocessed staining images
(A) and the corresponding heatmaps with predictive
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areas (B) for the early and advanced stages. Images
labeled as (C) show the preprocessed image with the
overlaid heatmap (B) with 70 percent opacity. The red
circular markings highlight the respective cornea
overlay, which has been provided as part of the dataset,
and which we superposed for evaluation purposes.
We enlarged the provided cornea overlay by
manually increasing the line weight (thickness),
following the provided path for better visualization. The
white circular markings focus on the glare spot artifacts
that we reduced as part of our preprocessing.
As shown in images (C), our model pays special
attention to the corneal region, which is very important
for providing a clinically valid diagnosis, by
representing meaningful features for the CUs
differentiation. While the two staining images (A)
appear to manifest very similar ulcer pattern
distributions,
the
well-balanced
classification
performance and predictive feature of our model foster
our binary approach and the functionality of our model
for a variety of pattern types.

5. Discussion
Our results reveal that our model extracts
meaningful features and correctly classifies the two CU
stages based on our binary approach.
Based on the images (B) and (C) shown in Figure
2, it can be seen that our CNN model mainly focuses on
the corneal area, referring to a heatmap focus within the
cornea overlay. While the CU severity degree is closely
related to the location in the cornea area [9], the region
that is most highly and commonly stained in corneal
lesions, our model fosters the theoretical relevance of
our work, providing meaningful features for the
diagnosis of CUs [9, 34, 55].
Moreover, image (B) reveals that our model is
robust against the influence of light reflection spots.
Reflections are inevitable in real-world settings and can
cause loss of essential visual information. However, the
predictive areas (B) reveal that our model is not affected
by the reduced light reflection artifacts, which is of high
practical relevance. This insight fosters our
preprocessing step and shows that the glare reduction,
resulting in a reduced contrast between the reflection
and the fluorescein dye’s appearance, contributes to our
model’s performance, allowing meaningful features to
be extracted. Although the raw staining images provide
a wide variety of ulcer patterns within each of the
initially provided classes (point-like, point-flaky mixed,
and flaky), leading to potentially overlapping
appearances across the classes, our model can extract
meaningful features fully-automated, based on the
corneal size, shape, and distribution, which allows the

fine-graded distinction of early and advanced stage ulcer
patterns.

Figure 2. Post-hoc analysis of correctly
classified images using Grad-CAM heatmaps.
Based on the true positive rate, our model reveals
considerable similarities between the dataset-referenced
classes point-flaky mixed and flaky regarding shape,
size, and distribution of the ulcer patterns. Furthermore,
the dominance of the false-positive values (4.06
percent) compared to the false-negative values (3.22
percent) shows that the point-flaky mixed class
recordings significantly need to be considered a
premature advanced stage. Our results may also
stimulate future research concerning the consideration
of the point-flaky mixed as an intermediate stage of the
disease. These outcomes of our model foster the idea of
our approach. Furthermore, we contend that considering
the point-flaky mixed as an intermediate stage might
lead to a trivialization of preliminary flaky patterns,
potentially causing the loss of valuable time in treating
CUs [1, 7, 9]. To foster the architecture of our model,
we trained and compared the classification results of
other pre-trained networks (i.e., VGG19, Xception,
ResNet50V2) on the 712 staining images of the
SUSTech-SYSU dataset [9]. We used the same binary
sampling method and the identical train-test split among
the studies to allow a standardized comparison of the
classification results. Table 3 provides an overview of
the classification performance of the other pre-trained
models, averaged overall five folds of the hold-out
cross-validation using the arithmetic mean. While none
of the pre-trained models we used as baseline
architecture were able to outperform our VGG16-based
architecture in terms of classification accuracy on the
SUSTech-SYSU dataset [9], our model also manifests
by far the lowest standard deviation with 0.94 percent,
underlining the robustness of our model.
Table 3. Performance indicators of other pretrained networks.
Pre-Trained Network
VGG16 [44]
VGG19 [44]
Xception [56]
ResNet50V2 [57]

Balanced Accuracy

STD

92.73%
92.47%
67.31%
73.45%

0.94%
2.64%
1.44%
3.31%
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6. Conclusion
In this study, we have proposed and validated a
highly effective and automated classification method for
CU patterns. Based on a transfer learning strategy, we
were able to greatly reduce the amount of necessary
training data [35]. Alongside the implementation of data
augmentation, the application of thresholding to remove
light reflections represents a substantial step to improve
the performance and robustness of our approach for
real-world applications. Since we designed our model so
that it requires a small input size of just 324x216 pixels,
we were also able to improve the computational
efficiency and lower the requirements regarding the
quality of the input images.
Utilizing a total of 712 fluorescein staining images,
we have demonstrated the performance of the proposed
method in terms of classification accuracy for different
shape and distribution characteristics of CUs. Related
studies either disregard different types of CU patterns,
include manual preprocessing, are only based on a small
dataset size or do not manifest a sufficient level of
accuracy. However, a method is required that allows for
a distinction to be made between different types of CUs
to adapt treatments and track their efficacy. Our
approach is an example of such a method and achieves
a balanced accuracy of 92.73 percent based on
completely unseen testing image data.
According to the assumption of our approach for
this specific use case, the advanced types of CUs should
be considered as a holistic advanced stage through a
binary strategy, requiring increased attention
concerning the treatment. Especially regarding the
potential of preventable and treatable corneal blindness
[8], the challenge is to counteract the often slow and
unnoticed development of eyesight impairments [1, 7].
While surgical interventions, required due to a
delayed identification, are not cost-effective concerning
the elimination of corneal blindness, prevention is more
cost-effective. It leads to higher success in decreasing
the prevalence of blindness [1]. With our model,
particularly in the era of big data [11, 12], we contribute
to the IT-based healthcare domain by strongly
improving the efficiency of identifying CU.

6.1 Limitations
The sample size of the SUSTech-SYSU dataset
represents one of the main limitations [9, 40, 41]. While
the internal validation is very high due to the hold-out
cross-validation, the external validity needs to be further
investigated. Tests involving a wider variety of ulcer
patterns are required to fully evaluate our model’s
robustness and its generalization capabilities for largescale medical applications. Although our model can

achieve a good classification performance, another
validation step for our future work will be to evaluate
how the model performs in real-world scenarios, where
the image quality may vary due to different conditions
(e.g., equipment, lighting, camera angle).
Another limitation is related to the hardware we
used for training and performance evaluation.
Calculations were made on a hosted graphics processing
unit that might exceed some computers’ hardware
capabilities in the healthcare environment. Therefore,
tests on computers, used in medical environments, need
to be performed.
We highlight that all the presented limitations
represent general challenges of medical image analysis
models, particularly CU detection approaches.

6.2 Future Work
Future work includes a re-evaluation of our model
using more extensive datasets. This includes the
patients’ demographic factors (e.g., age, sex) and a
wider variety of point-like CU patterns to improve the
preventive detection. In particular, further investigating
point-like CUs at an early stage will help to increase the
chances of a full recovery [8, 9]. Furthermore, we will
examine the performance and runtime of our approach
for different embedded platforms.
Future research also involves the investigation, how
our approach supports the CU diagnosis at an early
stage. A case-control study could help to determine
which value our approach adds and how it performs
compared to the manual diagnosis of the disease.
The presence of reflections in real-world data
represents an unavoidable challenge, potentially causing
a significant loss of visual information. The absence of
clear eye visibility, in particular, can affect the
performance of computer vision tasks [49].
The severity degree of CUs strongly relies on the
patterns’ location in the cornea relative to the central
optical zone [9]. Therefore, reflections in the data can
potentially affect automated CUs investigation models.
While we have already successfully implemented
thresholding to reduce light reflections as part of our
preprocessing, we will further investigate the influence
of reflections in eye-related research areas.
Furthermore, we will pursue to investigate how the
integration of our automated CU approach into realworld Human-Computer-Interaction in multi-agentsettings [58, 59] might influence the cognitive workload
[60-62] and other user-oriented concepts [63-65] of the
health personnel (e.g., surgeons and nurses). We aim to
analyze this interaction using physiological sensor data
(e.g., electroencephalographic data [66-72] and spectra
[73-78], electrocardiographic data
[79, 80],
electrodermal activity [81], eye fixation [82, 83], eye
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pupil diameter [84, 85], facial expressions [86]). We
also plan to investigate levels of trust [87, 88] and
technology acceptance [89-92] of both clinical experts
and patients towards the practical implementation of our
model and confirm if the automated approach improves
the coordination of doctors and treatments more
efficiently.
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